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There are a number of different categories of law in the 
system of halakhah. Our tradition speaks. for example, of 
Biblical commandments (mizvot de-'orayta), rabbinic laws 
(mizvot de-rabbanan). decrees (gezerot), ordinances (talc
lcanot) and customs (minhagim). 1 But while all are obvi
ously very important and the halakhah mandates that we 
observe each one of them, not all are equally binding in the 
same way. Our rabbis (Bezah 3b) teach us that sfei/ca de
'orayta le-humrah, a doubt in a matter of Biblical law is 
resolved in the direction of stringency while sfeilca de
rabbanan le-lcula, a similar doubt in the case of rabbinic 
legislation is resolved in the direction of leniency. Jewish 
law consists of a hierarchy of obligations and it is important 
i.o understand the category to which a particular require
ment belongs in order to assess its place in the continuum 
of normative religious legislation. 

There is a tendency among certain segments in the con
temporary Jewish community to ignore these important 
distinctions and thereby distort this essential feature of 
Jewish law. There are those who treat a l:,.umrah as if it were 
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a de-'orayta, endowing it with the force of Biblical law and 
insisting upon it as a necessary and mandated mode of 
behavior. At the opposite extreme, there are those who treat 
a de-'orayta as if it were only a humrah, diminishing its 
significance and dismissing its normative character. I 
would like to address myself to both these tendencies in the 
hope of sharpening the distinction between the different 
levels of obligation as they emerge out of an analysis of the 
halakhic process. 

There are those today who are mahmir by adopting pat
terns of religious behavior not required by the halakhah. In 
itself this is a positive, welcome phenomenon. If someone is 
already a fully observant Jew, totally fulfilling all the mizvot 
de-'orayta, de-rabbanan, gezerot, talclcanot and minhagim 
that have been mandated by Jewish law and yet wants to 
raise his or her spiritual level to even greater heights by 
adding more requirements or stringencies in their observ
ance, tavo 'aleihem beralchah! After all, the purpose of 
mizvot is to help us develop a relationship with God and if 
we can deepen that relationship by an even stricter and 
more comprehensive Torah observance, then we should be 
encouraged to do so. There is, indeed, a striking passage in; 
the Mesillat Yesharim discussing the spiritual benefit of: 
perishut or abstinence even from that from which the Torah I 
allows one to benefit: 

The category of pertshut (abstinence) Is reflected In the rab
binic statement, "1? ,mr.i:i 1Y.l�ll l!np"-sanctify yourself by 
(abstaining even) from matters permitted to you" (Yevamot 
20a) ... This refers to someone who considers a permissible 
object as prohibited to him. The reasoning behind this is 
that a person should distance and separate himself from 
anything that can eventually give rise to evil consequences, 
even though at the moment it does not lead to it nor Is it in 
itself evil ... If you will say, "What authority do we have to 
add prohibitions one on top of another? Did not our rabbis 
say, 'Are not the things which the Torah has forbidden 
enough for you that you come to forbid for yourself other 
matters?' (Yerushalmi, Nedarim IX: l)" . .. The answer Is 
that perishut Is certainly necessary and required. Our sages 
have exhorted us regarding it when they said, "Be holy, be 
abstinent (Sifra to Lev. 19:2). "2 
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It is clear from this and other references that l;tumrah per 
se, emerging out of a sensitivity to the importance of 
halakhah and practiced by those already committed 
to the totality of the halakhic system, is !audible and 
praiseworthy. 

But at the same time we recognize that not every person 
is on the requisite spiritual level required for adopting 
humrah as standard, normative behavior. On the contrary, 
it is a level attained only by a limited few. There are certain 
principles regarding l;tumrah that govern its adoption even 
by individuals. For example, the Talmud (Baba Kamma 
81 b) discusses various takkanot instituted by Joshua. One 
of them allowed people to walk on the narrow strip of pri
vate property abutting a public thoroughfare when pegs 
obstructed the public domain making it difficult to walk 
there. Joshua essentially considered that narrow strip as 
hejker. allowing the traveller free access to it under those 
conditions. The Talmud relates that when R. Judah ha
Nasi and R. I:Iiyya were once taking a walk, they found it 
difficult to proceed in the reshut ha-rabbim and detoured to 
the side, taking advantage of Joshua's ruling. In front of 
them they saw R. Yehudah b. Kenusa continuing to walk 
along in the middle of the street, ignoring the alternative 
allowed by Joshua. R. Judah asked R. I:Iiyya, "Who is this 
person who is showing off in our presence by acting like he 
is a very pious person (yerei shamayim me'od) when in fact 
his behavior smacks of haughtiness (mel;tzi ki-yohara)?"3 

R. I:Iiyya responded that perhaps it is R. Yehudah b. Ken
usa, his student, all of whose activities are motivated only 
le-shem shamayim. When, in fact, it turned out to be him, 
Rebbe said that, "Had it been someone else I would have 
excommunicated him for such behavior." In his commen
tary, R. Shlomoh Luria noted that R. Judah originally 
wanted to excommunicate R. Yehudah because he was 
"excessively stringent (mal;tmir yoter)" and continues: 

1:p1.::i -,,,:mr.n ,,,.::i ,rpnr.:, N.)iWJ :i, ".J. ,:i n11:,J "1N7"ll n:no N:>nr., :,"N) 
JN ,,m,'.:> l:l '.:,::, \:>)\!!� )l>N\!J N:J>n )J'�N) ... JN71!J' J:J:t ,n,n 1:>\!J�\!J 

4.)'7:l1 71nOJ n"N7 )J l!J'l!J NJ ON ):t7 '7:l1N 01N ,,r.,n> 

Someone who adopts a l;tumrah must be very careful that, 
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like R. Yehudah b. Kenusa, all his actions are le-shem 
shamayim and that he cannot be accused of yuhara, or 
acting out of haughtiness or any other ulterior motive. This 
critical criterion is not always the case today and many 
have the sense that the proliferation of l;tumrot (almost in 
the form of a "l;tumrah of the month club")5 is a result of 
other, less altruistic considerations. Furthermore, there is 
a danger when l;tumrot as a whole become not just an 
expression of one's personal yir'at shamayim but are 
foisted as normative upon the entire community; when "ha
mal;tmir, tavo 'alav berakhah" becomes "ha-mekil, tavo 'alav 
kellalah ... "6 

There is an interesting historical precedent for this kind 
of misplaced piety from the eighteenth century. It is well 
known that the origin of the prohibition of kitniyot on Pass
over is shrouded in confusion. Scholars have struggled to 
explain how this prohibition developed in light of the 
explicit Talmudic ruling allowing its use. 7 Indeed, because 
early rabbinic pesak allowed the use of kitniyot on Pass
over, attempts were periodically made to dispense with the 
prohibition on a variety of grounds. One of the most famous. 
attempts was made by I:lakham 2evi Ashkenazi (d. 1717) · 
and his son R. Jacob Emden ( 1698-1 776) who considered 
it "a l;tumrah that has no basis whatsoever." R. Emden 
recorded his father's and his own opposition to this custom 
in the second volume of his commentary to the Tur, entitled 
Mor u-Ke,1:i'ah, published in the winter of 1767-1768.8 In 
1769, he received a letter from a R. Jacob ha-Kohen living 
in Hamburg in support of his position, and expressing the 
hope that other scholars would agree to it. R. Jacob ha
Kohen, however, was skeptical that such a consensus 
would ever be reached in his generation where peoples' 
sense of halakhic priorities was skewed: 

.nm;:m n,:i)\!J mn 111:t m::,r., '.:>)) nnN D))� 1:i1n N1:t' ON >lp�mm 
.n,1n "!:IU ,:,!:in:> o'>:m:inn 1n ,nr> □'Ni'>) 

In his response, R. Emden echoed R. Jacob's wish as well 
as his assessment of the contemporary situation, 
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... 'N\'J!)\J1 N1':J. ND,)) 70):)N) )'10:m 31Y.):,n TY'T:J.N) n"))):J. o')')pn.::,,v 

i1Ji1P:l :l7 1)711:l ?11) 1":iN 7Y.lN i1!l'1 ... J!l\:> 7p>)l1 1p>)l J!l\:> i1\!J1)) 

op)!l:l nn:i1n nil!!)) 1:in:,) NJ\!! Nm ?11) 1o!ln ,rnJnp >nJ nr.io11!lr.i 
9.0:JJ\!) 

I believe that the reference here is to R. Aryeh Leib of Metz 
who was alleged to have responded this way when the 
members of his community insisted upon recitingAkdamut 
after the first pasuk of the Torah reading on the first day of 
Shavuot even though some rabbinic authorities considered 
it to be a hefsek. When they based their refusal to deviate 
from their community's custom on the grounds that it had 
become an accepted procedure there, R. Aryeh Leib is 
alleged to have responded that halevay they would be as 
concerned with the Ten Commandments as they are con
cerned with a small detail found in their communal 
register. 10 

But this tendency to expand the canon of normative reli
gious practice on the part of some segments in the obser
vant community is hardly the burning issue confronting 
the Jewish world today. On the contrary, it is a lack of an 
even elementary commitmentto any component of Jewish 
law-whether it be mi;r:vot de-'orayta, de-rabbanan, gezerot, 
takkanot or minhagim-that threatens the future of Juda-· 
ism in contemporary times. Yet, even the non-observant 
community suffers from the tendency to distort the hier
archy of obligations in Jewish law by inflating the impor
tance of some halakhot while rejecting those much more 
important. In my experience, the most common example of 
this is laws relating to death. For various reasons, even the 
most non-observant Jew who has no compunction about 
/:tillul shabbat or akhilat trefot will ask all sorts of serious 
she'elot when it comes to this subject. Can I go to a birthday 
party during shloshim? Do I say Yizkor during the first 
year? What time do I light the memorial candle on the night 
of my yahrzeit? My favorite she'elah came to me two years 
ago when someone in my neighborhood asked me if Jewish 
law would allow the cremation of his sister to take place on 
the second day of Shavuot! 

There is a remarkable example of "a bintel brief' which 
reflects this sentiment, written to the editor of a Yiddish 
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newspaper in 1908. I found it very interesting and repro
duce it here in full: 

Worthy Mr. Editor, 

Please help us decide who is right in the debate between 
friends, whether a Socialist and freethinker should observe 
yohrzeit? 

Among the disputants there is a Socialist, a freethinker, 
who observes his mother's yohrzeit in the following manner: 
He pays a pious man to say the kaddish prayer for the dead, 
and burns a yohrzeit candle in his home. He himself doesn't 
say kaddish, because he doesn't believe in religion. But his 
desire to respect the memory of his mother is so strong that 
it does not prevent him from performing this religious 
ceremony. 

Among the debaters there are those who do not want to 
know of such an emotion as honoring the dead. But if one 
does desire to do so, one should say kaddish himself. even if 
he does not believe in it. 

Therefore, our first question is: Can we recognize the 
beautiful human emotion of honoring the dead, especially 
when it concerns one so near as a mother? The second 
question: If so, should the expression of honor be in keeping 
with the des1res of the honored? Third: Would it be more 
conscientious and righteous if the freethinker said kaddish 

himself, or if he hired a pious man to do it for him? 
Being convinced that this matter interests a great number 

of people, we hope you, Mr. Editor, will answer us soon. 

With regards, 
The Debating Group 

ANSWER: 

Honoring a departed one who was cherished and loved is a 
gracious sentiment and a requisite for the living. And every
one wants to be remembered after his death. Socialists and 
freethinkers observe the anniversaries of their great 
leaders-just recently they commemorated the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the death of Karl Marx. 

Saying kaddish is certainly a religious rite, and to pay 
someone to say kaddish is not the act of a freethinker. But 
we can understand the psychology of a freethinker who feels 
that hiring someone else is not as much against his own 
convictions as to say kaddish himself.1 1  
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I do not mean to suggest that these details of 'avelut are 
unimportant. J:fas ve-shalom! I only mean to point out how 
many contemporary Jews have accepted the importance of 
certain types of halakhot over others, stressing what in 
many cases are only f:tumrot while at the same time neglect
ing mi?vot de-'orayta. 
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